
April 12, 2018

Jackson County Planning Commission

In support of rezoning subject property 15620 East Michigan Ave Albion, Michigan 49224, ID#.-06-29-376-002-
00, situated in Section 29 (T2S-R3W) to 'Agricultural (AG-1)' from 'Highway Service (C-2)'

Purpose:

Operation of a Commercial Medical Marihuana Facility Class C Grower operation.

The State of Michigan has determined that Commercial Medical Marihuana is a valid commercial business in the
State and the Township of Parma has elected to 'Opt-ln' and allow limited numbers of suitable organizations to
engage in this market within the township.

The Parma Township Ordinance Authorizing and Permitting Commercial Medical Marihuana Facilities 2017-9, had
identified that Commercial Medical Marihuana Grow Facilities must be situated on land zoned for Agricultural
purposed, however, the Ordinance outlines the following elements that require property that possesses the
attributes for Commercial operations, such as:

• Security surveillance cameras at all entrances, along with interior & exterior of Permitted
Premises

• Robbery & burglary alarm systems monitored 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
• All products in whatever form shall be kept secure and not be visible from outside Permitted

Premises.
• INDOOR OPERATION: All activities must occur indoors and NO odor can be detectable outside the

Permitted Premises.

The combination of INDOOR OPERATION and SECURE/NOT VISABLE products, have significant implications upon
the type of Commercial facility and attributes required to meet these Operational Requirements. The Class C
Grow license, which allows for 1,500 plants, will require no less than an 8,000 square feet facility and as many as
120, 1,000-watt Grow lights, which will require Direct Power connections from the Utility service and will
consume in excess of $15,000 of electricity each month.

Current Land Use:

The subject property is located at the east edge of an area that has been designated for Commercial
purposes. The property is bordered on the south by 194 and on the north by Agricultural land. The east
border is wet land and the northern half of the west border is farmed land adjacent to Caster Concepts.
The property across 194, directly south of the subject property is also agricultural.

The Property is surrounded by an earthen wall as high as twenty feet in some areas as well as a steel
fence. The perimeter of the property is lined with old-growth trees that average 30 feet in height and
limit visibility from nearly every angle. The visibility from 194 is obstructed by very large trees. The
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Property is restricted to a single entrance due to its limited road frontage. All of these elements are
limiting factors to potential marketability of the property for commercial uses.

The Parma Township Master Plan outlines Rezoning Criteria with the following elements:

Is the proposed rezoning consistent with the policies and uses proposed for that area in the Township's
Master Plan? The age of the Master Plan is in itself the problem with this element in that the Master
Plan was last reviewed and amended prior to the adoption of the Commercial Medical Marihuana
Ordinance.

Township officials and employees can assist by bringing issues not addressed in the document to the
attention of the planning commission. Any amendments to the Plan can be done at that time to keep it
up to date and consistent with community philosophies. For example, some goals may have been
achieved and new ones need to be established. Where uses have been approved contrary to the plan,
the document should be amended to reflect these changes.

We submit that future revisions of the Master Plan will acknowledge the Commercial Medical Marihuana
Grow Operations could exist in Agricultural, Commercial, or Industrial zoned areas in that it requires
horticulture under very stringent and controlled conditions.

As is relates to Future Land Use, the Master plan states the following:

The Future Land Use Plan presented here is not static (please see the Future Land Use map). It is
designed to be a flexible document that can and should change as the community changes. Even
though the Plan is long range in nature (i.e., 20+ years), it should be periodically reviewed and
updated as Parma Township grows and changes. There will be times when it will be necessary to
deviate from the Plan. Changing land use patterns may cause certain areas on the Future Land
Use map to become obsolete for a suggested use. When this happens, the Planning Commission
may be required to interpret the most appropriate type of use for an area. Interpretation of a
specific site should be made with regard to the impact on the surrounding area.

The Future Land Use map was not designed, nor was it intended, to mirror the Zoning Map.
Zoning is the tool used to carry out (i.e., implement) the Plan. Therefore, the Zoning map will not
look exactly like the Future Land Use map. As the community grows and rezoning requests
become necessary to accommodate development, future rezonings should be consistent with the
Plan in most cases or the Plan should be amended to reflect changing trends. This is not to
suggest that every rezoning needs to be consistent with the Plan. However, in areas where
several requests are made for rezoning, it may be necessary to consider amending the Plan if
changing land use patterns warrant a change in the Plan.

As it relates to Zoning Decisions, the Master plan states the following:

— Since the master plan determines the future use of land, rezoning decisions should be
consistent with its provisions. This is not to say that all rezonings that are consistent with the
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future land use map should automatically be approved. However, if all of the preconditions of
the Master Plan are met, approval of the request may logically be forthcoming.

On the other hand, a rezoning request different from that shown in the plan should not
automatically be rejected, particularly if the Plan has not been reviewed in some time. Instead,
each request should be evaluated to see if the conditions originally considered when the plan
was adopted have changed. If so, the plan may deserve reconsideration (but need not necessarily
be changed).

• Will all of the use allowed under the proposed rezoning be compatible with other zones and uses in the
surrounding area? In that there is no functional use to the land at the immediate south of the property
and the land just south of 194 is Agricultural; the land to the north is Agricultural; the land to the east is
wet lands;and 50% of the land to the west is used for farming;there is clearly no incompatibility with the
proposed rezoning to the uses in the surrounding area.

• Will any public services and facilities be significantly adversely impacted by a development or used
allowed under the requested rezoning? Clearly 'Agricultural' uses will not have an adverse impact on
public services and facilities. We would add that 'Agricultural' uses would have the least impact on the
wet lands to the east of the property.

• Will the uses allowed under the proposed rezoning be equally or better suited to the area than uses
allowed under the current zoning of the land? The proposed use of the land will be better suited to the
area than uses allowed under current zoning in that there will be no detrimental impact to the ground
waters or the adjacent wet lands.

• This proposed land use will result in the least noise, vibration, traffic, or dust creation; the land use will
be completely silent and odor free.

Additional considerations to support rezoning:

Employment:

As outlined in the Parma Township Master Plan;

87.7% of residents travel more than 10 minutes to work, and 75% travel more than 15
minutes, which means that current employment opportunities inside the township of
Parma almost nonexistent requiring significant travel expense burdens for Parma
residents to obtain employment.

Furthermore, the annual per capita income is estimated to be $19,565.

Our business operations will employ twelve full-time employees;earning between
$33,000 and $65,000. Our benefit package will include health and life insurance as well
as 401k with 25% employer matching funds.
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In conclusion, the State of Michigan has validated and sanctioned Commercial Medical Marihuana as a valid
Commercial Business and Parma Township has opted to allow for limited participation, under strict guidelines to
assure competent and professional participants have the capacity to succeed. The property in question is unique
in the area in that it borders the Business district and the Agricultural district. The property would require
hundreds of thousands of dollars to make it legitimately viable and marketable as a Highway Commercial
location, however, the property is perfectly suited to support a Commercial Medical Marihuana Growing
operation and other that the zoning adjustment, the property meets all other requirements; we submit this
would constitute the Highest and Best use of the property, allowing the property owner to receive a reasonable
return on their investment as well as reinvest in the property for its long term success. Negotiations are
underway to secure a single, local customer for 100% of the product produced to be sold to the single Parma
Township Commercial Medical Marihuana Processing Facility in support of their operations to assure they run at
100% production and employment capacity. This would also limit the traffic associated with transporters as
there would only be one shipment to one destination, one time per week, further minimizing the impact to the
surrounding community.

Without zoning change, the property will sit vacant for as many years as it takes to sell land that has
questionable, underground history. With the zoning change, operations will begin immediately to support full
time employment for dozens of Parma Township residents.

We request rezoning subject property ID#...-06-29-376-002-00, situated in Section 29 (T2S-R3W) to 'Agricultural
(AG-1)' from 'Highway Service (C-2)'.

Thank you,

Thomas Gallant

Gallant International
15620 East Michigan Avenue
Albion, Michigan 49224
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Grant E. Bauman, AICP, Principal Planner
Jackson County Planning Commission

My family moved out to Tompkins Township because of the quality of life, because of
the lower densities, we are led to believe by our townships and rural towns, that they
will preserve the areas rural character. Unfortunately Developers have earmarked our
small towns and rural communities as they have found such rural areas to be the “ path
of least resistance” and they have generally discovered they are able to quickly obtain
approvals through our county or rural towns as a less complicated entitlement
procedure to our detriment. This does not fit the rural content of Rives Junction and the
surrounding areas. We cannot allow our farmland to become fragmented, and once this
is developed it will open a flood gate to more unbridled coercion by our elected
officials. (We currently have a conflict of interest problem with the Rives city clerk)

Most municipalities that have "agricultural zones" permit residential, light commercial ,
and light industrial , not heavy industrial development, usually on one to five acre tracts
as it is! these agricultural districts actually impact commercial farming greatly by
allowing these lots to consume more farm land than necessary. The land , once divided,
cannot easily be converted back into productive farmland. Instead, the one to five acre
tracts sit as large yards for a residential, commercial and light industry development.

Per the Jackson Community Comprehensive Plan land use in Rives is stated as an
Agriculture Preservation Zone. So why are the planners trying to accommodate a
venture capitalist on a zone designated Agricultural Preservation? A 188.81 acre tract
with an unsightly power plant will be a nightmare in 30 years when its active life is
over , just ask the neighbor’s in the vicinity of : The Three Sisters, MSU in Lansing, St
Clair, Monroe Powerhouse, River Rouge, Detroit Edison Trenton to our east, to name a
few. The far-sighted thing to do would be to tear down and rebuild these plants as the
infrastructure is already in place , rather than they sit idle on the landscape. To this
point we already have on record back in 2014, Gerard Anderson CEO of DTE Energy
stating “ with the retirement of half or more of coal fired plants, Michigan power plants
likely to see rebuilding boom ” .

Which brings me to my next point: who, what, why,

1). who orchestrated the sudden reversal from Agricultural Preservation, was it the
Jackson County Planning Commission?

2). what is the Jackson County Planning Commissions interpretation of the term
Agricultural Preservation?

3).why was the masterplan altered to accommodate 200 acres of land zoned agricultural
preservation to Industrial , who did the piper pay?
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Agricultural Preservation is intended to support and protect farming by stabilizing the
agricultural land base. This is done by designating areas where agriculture is the
desired land use and discouraging other types. It places strict limits on the amount of
development that is allowed to occur and attempts to retain the farmland as a whole
tract. Land Uses Agricultural Preservation Zoning prevents land uses that are
incompatible with farming such as uses that would create excessive traffic , pollution , or
consume large areas of farmland. Examples of such uses include landfills , airports,
power plants, golf courses etc.

Rives Junction and its surrounding area is agriculture, a 188.81 acre patch of a heavy
industrial plant , does not prioritize the environment and the compatibility with the
existing pattern of development.

Uses that are typically allowed in Agricultural Preservation zoning districts are:

1. Agriculture

2. Horticulture

3. Forestry

4. Farm Dwellings

5. Single Family Detached Dwellings

6. Public Uses - parks, municipal facilities, greenways

7. Home Occupations

8. Wildlife refuges, fish hatcheries

9. Temporary Housing for farm employees

The premise of great planning is developing masterplans that support smart growth
development. Good zoning is the foundation upon which great communities are built, this
is the framework that regulate where and what type of development can occur, a
perspicacious plan is never hurried, but is open for months for community input, thus
establishing not only trust but working together in developing a sustainable community

and not harried by some venture capitalist , touting that he is a local family owned
business, he is a transplant like me, and I do not call my farm a local family owned
business, that is misleading and dishonest. I question what other spin they have
orchestrated. This deception reflects their callous disregard to our community, and for
the planning commissions, board members to even entertain this notion, with lack of any

environmental impact report, such as air quality, noise levels, traffic patterns, fire
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danger, wildlife , the wetlands, how this plant will significantly affect the quality of the
human environment on Rives and the surrounding areas, is abuse of power and
privilege. This draft Masterplan scheme is a total abortion on what good planning means
and with the surprise comment Tuesday 10th April by a Rives Junction Township Board
to return the Draft masterplan back to the Rives Planning commission for
reconsideration of the proposed rezoned Industrial land use area , although promising,
clearly validates my vote of No Confidence in them, They have failed miserably in their
duties as our elected officials. This latest draft of the masterplan demonstrates total
disregard to the existing standards, it does not line up with the community’s vision.
What ever happened to modest adjustments? This is a major modification , hurriedly put
together because of a teaser 50,000.00 per annum which is peanuts!!!!! Every
community is distinct, with different landscapes, natural resources, demographics,
history and political culture, it appears that this fly by night outfit honed in on Rives
Junction because they believe we are low on the socio economic totem pole.

This is not smart growth, we need to maintain its natural infrastructure by respecting
our watersheds, woodlands and other natural features, growth strategies should
encourage infill redevelopment, which also should be contiguous with our existing rural
small town areas and follow a pattern of what is already set in place.
Land uses should be organized, not a patchwork which is currently proposed under the
masterplan. The masterplan should be calibrated to fit our local context of Rives Junction
and its rural environment, not appease a fly by night venture capitalist.
They did not anticipate that we will be proactive about determining where and to what
extent to how we grow. This proposal is not in the community’s best interest and is
inconsistent with the agricultural preservation zone in place currently; therefore the
'pTarTTHng commission and our elected officials need to say “ NO ”
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